Identities that fall under the Nonbinary umbrella include, but are not limited to:

- **Agender** aka Genderless, Non-gender - Having no gender identity or no gender to express (Similar and sometimes used interchangeably with Gender Neutral)
- **Androgyne** aka Androgynous gender - Identifying or presenting between the binary options of man and woman or masculine and feminine (Similar and sometimes used interchangeably with Intergender)
- **Bigender** aka Bi-gender - Having two gender identities or expressions, either simultaneously, at different times or in different situations
- **Fluid Gender** aka Genderfluid, Pangender, Polygender - Moving between two or more different gender identities or expressions at different times or in different situations
- **Gender Neutral** aka Neutral Gender - Having a neutral gender identity or expression, or identifying with the preference for gender neutral language and pronouns
- **Genderqueer** aka Gender Queer - Non-normative gender identity or expression (often used as an umbrella term with similar scope to Nonbinary)
- **Intergender** aka Intergendered - Having a gender identity or expression that falls between the two binary options of man and woman or masculine and feminine
- **Neutrois** - Belonging to a non-gendered or neutral gendered class, usually but not always used to indicate the desire to hide or remove gender cues
- **Nonbinary** aka Non-binary - Identifying with the umbrella term covering all people with gender outside of the binary, without defining oneself more specifically
- **Nonbinary Butch** - Holding a nonbinary gender identity and a butch gender expression, or claiming Butch as an identity outside of the gender binary
- **Nonbinary Femme** - Holding a nonbinary gender identity and a femme gender expression, or claiming Femme as an identity outside of the gender binary
- **Third Gender** aka Othergender - Having a gender identity or expression that is not defined in terms of the two binary options (male/female, masculine/feminine) but entirely on its own terms
- **Transgender** - Identifying with the umbrella term covering all gender identities or expressions that transgress or transcend (go beyond the limits of) society’s rules and concepts of gender (Transgender is a wide umbrella term also covering people who hold binary gender identities and expressions but who transgress gender by transitioning between the binary genders).

From non-binary.org
also:

- **cisgender** – no conflict between sex assigned at birth and gender identity (opposite of transgender)
- **intersex** – those born with ambiguous genitalia
- **cross dressing/ dragging** – NOT a gender identity – dressing in clothes that are associated, by society, to a gender you dont identify as
two-spirit – term used by native American's for their people who possess qualities of both binary genders

tri-gender – those who shift between the two gender binaries and a third gender (see third gender)

**SEX VS GENDER**

sex is used for what you are assigned as at birth - either male, female or intersex

gender is what you personally identify as

**PRONOUNS**

she, her, hers

he, him, his

they, them theirs (singular)

xe, xem, xyrs

xe, hir, hirs

**BINARY VS NON BINARY**

binary - people who associate with typical male or female behaviors

non-binary (gender variant, gender nonconforming) – people who identify between, or outside of the gender binary